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Editorial
So, the weather seems to be holding out. It
appears that most of the organised events have taken
place without the usual disruptions. I hope you have
all been able to take advantage of this and have got
lots of stick time in.
For me, this is that time of year when I embark on what has turned out to
be an annual pilgrimage, a week at the RC Hotel in Corfu! This is the fourth
consecutive year of visiting Spiros and his staff, with the promise of uninterrupted
daily flying loudly calling to us.

Early morning electric flyers, we were given the nickname “The Red Sparrows”

The first year we went there were just two of us, the second year there
were three, the third year there were four, and this year the party has increased to
five of us. The thoughts of all that lovely weather, good company, excellent food
and the brilliant craic are what it’s all about. I’ll tell you all about it when I return.

Chris Clarke
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Leinster Scale Championships - Portlaoise
Saturday 26th June 2010
The expected cordite smell of nitromethane was snaffled by low grey
clouds and summer drizzle on the morning of Saturday 26th June 2010, but not for
long as southerly winds chased the greyness away. All aircraft were unleashed by
10.30 hours, much to the relief of resident and visiting pilots. A good turnout for
the Laois Scale Champs, with 9 pilots competing in Clubmans, 2 in F4C (room
for improvement of numbers in this class) and 1 in novice.

Handcrafted cheese aircraft by
Aoife Elster.

It is always encouraging when guest
pilots make their way to a competition, not a
light undertaking when an early morning start
and travel beckon on what should be your
morning off work, and for all of this their
attendance and participation is the bedrock for
a really good day of flying. A big thanks to
Melvyn Inwood with his trusty spitfire, Alan
Humphrey with his large scale Yak, Ger
Carter also with a mighty Yak and Sam
Kirkpatrick with his F4C Cessna and
clubmans Gipsey Moth. You guys helped to
make the day, and we hope to see more of
you.

The competition results tell it all,
watch out for those ace flyers who are up
at 1600+, Kieran McEvoy, Ger Carter,
Martin Sweeney and Steve Elster, very
closely followed by Melvyn Inwood, Brian
Foran, Fergus O’Reilly, Alan Humphrey
and Sam Kirkpatrick. It was head to head
on the second round, and all over in the
third.
F4C comprised your Scale
Secretary with his DH Beaver, and Sam
Aoife Elster preparing great food for
with a finely built Cessna, both pilots
hungry pilots.
flying scale aircraft with a light wing
loading in this class, were challenged by fresh southerly winds, making it more
difficult for them than the more agile scale aircraft competing in clubmans.
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One of our previous
Scale Secretaries in a fine
article in Flightlines
described F4C as the jewel
in the crown of scale, and
while your present scale
secretary is aware is aware
of these jewels, it’s a pity
more of them are not taken
out of their closet and flown
around the country.

Sam Kirkpatrick with his winning Cessna.

I know F4C is work
in motion for many scale
pilots (including your scribe)
and I am aware of at least 6
other enthusiasts with
co mp leted o r almo st
completed aircraft, whom I
hope will make that extra
effort to get their fine flying
machines to a scale event
this year.

F4C is one of 3 classes in scale, which class is dedicated to the scale
builder and flyer, a combination of multiple skills, which will serve us well into
the future, as it has done in the past. To the everyday flyer, with busy workloads,
domestic demands and the grind of time constraints, then clubmans where
ARTF’s prevail is the obvious entry for competition flying, but for those out
there, and whom we know, their time given in preparation for F4C static and
competition flying is a dual science which represents the ultimate accolade in
scale flying.
On a lighter note, the splendour of drinking wine makes for a humorous
analogy, albeit a bit mad. You might take novice as a regular supermarket
number, something such as Jacobs Creek which you imbibe, goes down ok for a
while, when you then progress on to a more satisfying clubmans number. This
might be a fine Australian Merlot or Chilean Sauvignon Blanc, real good wine,
goes down very well indeed and most enjoyable. The F4C wine is outstanding,
fermented over a number of years, handcrafted, excellent presentation, goes down
with angels singing your praise and a sensational experience against which the
other wines are judged. And so it is with F4C, a permanent benchmark of what is
best in scale - you don’t mess with it.
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Some scale pundits already know of Bob Banka’s scale aircraft
documentation, providing photo packs and 3-view line drawings, and a huge
selection of prototype aircraft colour schemes at your disposal. Check out the web
address - www.bobsairdoc.com, and drool for hours on end.
Our field and runways were in tip top
condition for the Leinster Scale Champs, and a
big thanks to our own Seamus Foy for all his
hard and appreciated work. Thanks also to our
gourmet chef Aoife Elster, who kept us
nourished and energised for the day with
delicious
b ur ger s,
sausages,
sauces
and
Kieran McEvoy receives prize for
numerous
side
first place in Clubmans.
salads. Aoife
even presented
us with cheese
airplanes,
a
first in model
av ia t io n
history.
Martin Sweeney gets his prize for

A l l
third place in Clubmans.
p ar ticipating
p i lo t s
had
something to
take
home,
whether
a
Ger Carter from the Midland MFC glow starter or
receives prize for second place in b a t t e r y
Clubmans.
charger, and
our end of day presentation of prizes and gifts,
also included a free raffle for a Chriss Foss WOT
4 ARTF and other model goods. Thanks to our
CD Steve Elster who made arrangements to
purchase these items, and who in the end and on
the eve of the competition was obliged to travel Kieran McEvoy receives prize for
first place in Clubmans.
some 80 kilometres and back for their collection.
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The
folks
behind the scenes who
kept the show on the
road, Denis our
cheerful scorekeeper
and number cruncher,
Judge Walter Reno
who adjudicated 26
clubman flights and
our general field
workers, the sincere
thanks of Laois MAC
and scale community
at large. Another great
day.
Denis score keeping with his trusty laptop.

Results:
Clubmans
Round 1
1.Kieran McEvoy 1693
2.Ger Carter
1688.50
3.Martin Sweeney 1606
4.Steve Elster
1628
5.Brian Foran
1616.50
6.Fergus O’Reilly 1580.50
7.Mevyn Inwood 1574.75
8.Alan Humphrey 1546
9.Sam Kirkpatrick 1214.50

Round 2 Round 3
1621
1696
1639
1601.50
1654
1646.50
1667.50 1625.50
1589.50
1583.50 1612
1595.50 1535.50
1456.
1339
1507

F4C.
1.Sam Kirkpatrick
1279
2.Paul Fetherstonhaugh 1504

1511.50
1602

Novice.
1.Graham Dwyer

345

884.5

1523.50
1530

Static

458
156

Total
1694.50
1663.75
1650.25
1647.75
1603.00
1597.75
1585.00
1501.00
1423.00

1975.50
1722.00

659.75

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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THE FEENEY FILES

BUSH CRAFT
GERARD FEENEY ENJOYS A ‘TRADITIONAL AIR’
In early 2009, I received the Ben Buckle kit for the Alex Whittakerdesigned ‘Bushwhacker’. In this day and age of the hideously uninspiring ‘ARTF
clone’ R/C model syndrome, this oh-so traditional offering is a welcome change
of pace! Having built and flown it last year, I thought a few words about the
model might not go amiss in these pages.
TRADITIONAL HEIR
With David Boddington’s death still fresh in the minds of all true
traditional R/C aeromodellers, the Bushwhacker design will remind those of us
who enjoy building our own balsa and ply flying machines of that inspiring, nowsadly-departed aeromodelling icon.
Alex Whittaker’s
petite high-wing creation
emits
a
distinct
Boddingtonesque vibe with
its boxy robust fuselage,
simple all-sheet tail
surfaces and built-up
wings. Its modest 55”-span
and sub-four-pound AUW
is easily hauled aloft by
a .15–.25-size engine,
while its non-aileron threechannel, rudder/elevator/
throttle control regime is a
The Bushwhacker kit is totally traditional and is ideal for further blast from the past
at the beginning of the 21st
those who are tired of ARTF models.
Century.
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Having
already enjoyed
e x t e n s i v e
coverage
in
‘ R C M & E ’
magazine a few
years ago as an
elongated pull-out
plan feature over
several
issues,
Colin Buckle has
now kitted AW’s
cute little creation
under the Ben
label.
The bare bones of Bushwhacker show DB’s influence on AW’s Buckle
Only
time
will
tell
design. Few ARTF fans will ever have seen an uncovered airframe
if it enjoys the
like this!
sort of popularity
it would have done two or more decades ago. Personally speaking, I hope it does.
TRAD TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS!
As an experienced traditional R/C model builder, I had no major problems
putting the airframe together. But, I encountered many irritating and annoying
kitting flaws that required care and attention to put right. Without a background in
traditional model building, and a knowledge of where potential problem areas lie,
newcomers could certainly get tripped up more than once.
Although the wood was good quality, the part cutting wasn’t very accurate
and bore only a passing resemblance to the original RCM&E plan in places. This
meant trimming and sanding some parts before gluing them together and
extending other bits to fit – like the under-length wing main-spars, for example.
How to join together the built wing panels also didn’t make sense according to
the somewhat confused construction manual, and needed reworking.
The fuselage and tail were relatively straightforward to put together. Large
clamps are useful to hold the two assembled fuselage sides in precise contact with
the built-up formers.
Mounting the engine was a bit annoying as the engine plate-retaining
screws became inaccessible! A slight oversight on my part and none-too-clear
instructions combined to confuse the issue.
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The two-part wire undercarriage assembly was frustrating in the extreme!
The rear wire hadn’t the required side-view bends to enable it to line up snugly
with its frontal counterpart and needed brass tube end-bushes added, bent to
enable the required fit-up, to allow mating to take place. The actual soldering
together was quite easy once the wires enjoyed a closer and more intimate
relationship! The joined-together wires are faired between the wires with hard
sheet balsa or liteply inserts.
A pair
of second-hand
MG airwheels,
bought years
a g o
a t
‘Longford
Models’, suited
the assembled
and
f ai r e d
undercarriage
very
nicely
indeed!
The fuel
tank and radio
installations proceeded in a fairly drama-free manner. The compact interior
fuselage dimensions still managed to handle the four-ounce SLEC tank and
standard size airborne R/C equipment without complaining.
A simple but effective finish adds to the model’s character.

Thanks to its simple lines, the finish-sanded airframe was easy to cover in
Solarfilm, with self-adhesive vinyl registration letters adding a finishing flourish.
Humbrol enamel, fuel-proofed with a few coats of clear polyurethane varnish,
ensured that the engine bay looked smart and became less vulnerable to the
pending onslaught of exhaust goo.
As for Solarfilm – what has happened to this material? Where once it
stuck well to itself and stayed taut when shrunk tight, now it won’t bond to itself
at seams unless Prymol is first applied and it sags when outside in sunshine. Also,
the orange shade discolours when touched by the sealing iron.
I hope that this particular batch I got in 2007 is a freak issue and that
normal service will be resumed when I buy some more. If not, I will report the
problem to Solarfilm and change my brand of covering material. And, speaking
as a long-time Solarfilm fan (since 1975), that’s really saying something about
how bad the stuff seems to have become.
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BEATING ROUND THE BUSH
Using a seventeen-year old but up to now unused O.S. 15FP, the
Bushwhacker leapt into action, via a patter through the pasture culminating in a
gentle heave-ho. As expected, the model was essentially guided F/F, but had
hidden depths.
It could of course stooge around at minimal revs unaided in a stable
manner, but also – surprisingly – it was quite aerobatic. Loops I expected, but
rolls? The latter were actually possible in a not-too-deformed guise using
maximum rudder deflection and lashings of down elevator in the inverted phase!
As well as being able to accomplish ‘sort of’ snap rolls, it could enter a very
pronounced spin when stalled with generously-deflected pitch and yaw inputs
applied. Spin recovery was immediate upon releasing the sticks. Passable stall
turns also
burst forth
when I got
used to the
control
i n p u t
timing.

I
didn’t (and
still don’t)
like
the
r u d d e r
turning
response
Gerard ran in the mature but unused O.S. 15FP before flying the model.
generally. Here, the Bushwhacker is restrained by two vacuum cleaner pipes stuck in
Instead of
the earth prior to the very first engine start-up.
gi v in g
smooth flat yawing directional changes, the model tends to swing or sway
laterally before it’s persuaded by elevator to turn the way it should. This is an
annoying habit that I am still trying to live with.
The approach and landing are easy to manage, so long as it’s not windy.
Then the model really gets blown about and much exaggerated, but briefly-held,
yaw and pitch correction is called for. If dead-stick, some constantly-held slight
down elevator input helps cut through the air. Don’t let it get too far downwind if
there’s not much fuel left, especially in the choppy weather.
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‘TREE-POINT’ LANDING
The model really lived up to its name on one sortie. For the first time since
1977, I became ‘hung up’ while flying a model! Yup, it landed on the top of a
large bush.
There I was – trying to get some solo
flying shots. The model was stable enough
to trim out for a fairly low fly-by at reduced
throttle, and then I’d leave the tranny down
on the ground and grab the camera to take
some shaky snaps as it burbled along nearby
overhead. The weather was calm and fine,
so I spent ages trying to get a reasonable
picture and hadn’t realised that so much
time had actually passed.
Then, on one far out approach, it
happened – the engine cut! I had been
flying for too long and the fuel ran out. I
knew immediately that I’d probably not
make it back into the field, given the
relatively low altitude. I thought that I’d hit
the boundary stone wall on the final bit of
the descent, but then I noticed a large bush
looming beside the wall. That startled me!

Branch meeting! Bushwhacker lives
up to its name and gets hung up on a
bush.

I became transfixed and dithered.
Both Murphy’s and Sod’s Laws then came into play. Afraid to turn steeply so
low, some seconds passed as the model just headed straight for the top of the
bush. Before I could decide what to do next, it gently and accurately was
embraced by the waiting limbs at the very top of the bush! There the model was
anchored in a slightly nose-up attitude, completely out of my reach, even when I
climbed on top of the unreassuringly unstable wall. How would I get it down?
I resorted to the technique I used to rescue a Veron ‘Big Impala’ glider
impaled on a much taller tree in 1977 – chimney cleaning-cleaning rods! When
threaded together, they were able to reach up and poke the model partially free.
This prodding process took ages, as the floppy rods frequently missed the target,
bent sideways, and were generally difficult to control from the ground. The
unstable, crumbling wall also made it extremely tricky to get a proper foothold
while I tried to dislodge the model. All in all it was a memorable afternoon!
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Eventually, badly dented and with ripped wing Solarfilm from the repeated
prodding, the model grudgingly lurched knife-edge but was still firmly held by
the branches. At that point, I was just about able to reach the lower wing-tip
through the resistant foliage and then dragged the model kicking and screaming
out of the damn bush. Both the model and myself looked rather the worse for
wear after that tussle!
The Bushwhacker was quickly repaired, but looks decidedly rough now as
the balsa has been quite badly gouged in places and the patched-up covering is
noticeable. Still, it is now airworthy again and continues to be an engaging little
diversion when I prefer a change from the now-fifteen-year-old ‘Calypso’.
TRADITIONAL TRAINER TRAILER

In the air, the model can be both docile and more aerobatic, depending on one’s mood.

Gerard Feeney
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The complete indepth Bushwhacker
review now appears on
the RCM&E Web site
for those subscribers
who wish to find out the
whole story. Meanwhile,
apart from its flaws and
the need to supply
additional items to finish
the model off, I think
that this kit is worth
tackling for those with
the
drive
and
determination to avoid
t h e AR T F mo d e l
quagmire. If nothing
else, it is a useful
experiment in building,
finishing and flying a
traditional R/C model, as
it is cheap to buy and
operate, so you don’t
have much to lose. Why
not live a little and give
it a try?

Another ‘Yammy’
Inspired by Gerard Feeney's article, I have included photos of the second
of the two hanger queen
yammy’s I received from club
mates. Sadly non currently
survive. They were both 3
channel versions, and for the
second one I purchased the
aileron wing from Sussex
models…. "I think".
This one you will
notice got some mods,
lowered the wing and a cool
driver. I did, during the
rebuild, produce a set of
drawings for the fuselage.
Plans are far advanced to
mate the wing with a wot 4
Mk 1 fuselage to create a
‘yammywot’.

Work is currently
suspended due to good
weather
and
major
refurbishment of HANGER. I
am fond of creating specials.

Jim Fitpatrick
IRL 3991
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Model Aeronautics Council of Ireland

IRISH SCALE NATIONALS
will take place at Portlaoise, courtesy of Laois MAC
on Saturday 18th and Sunday 19th September 2010.

M.A.C.I. F4C Scale
M.A.C.I. CLUBMAN Scale
M.A.C.I. NOVICE Scale
(M.A.C.I. F4C Scale will include static judging.)

REGISTRATION 9:00 am
PILOT BRIEFING 9:20 am
FIRST FLIGHT
9:30 am
Entry fee €20.00
Special attractions on both days: Large scale aircraft, gourmet
food, great prizes and more.

Contacts : Steve Elster, Contest Director
: 086 4061822
Paul Fetherstonhaugh, Scale Secretary : 087 1331736

Laois MAC airfield remains as before on the Mountrath Road, (see
map and how to get there information on the Laois MAC webpage),
or contact Steve and or Paul. Please check the M.A.C.I. webpage for
up to date information nearer the date for the event.
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Focus on Workshops
Kikenny City is a
well known landmark and
thriving centre of history
and legend, and for your
scale pilot the best of it all
is outside the City gates, a
short drive to the home of
John Byrne, a flying
legend and scale builder of
consummate skill.
The port of call
was the renowned Byrne
workshop, a converted

Jungmeister resting up before it’s next flight.

garage in two divides, one the
workshop proper for reading
plans, cutting ribs, setting up and
aircraft construction, and the
other for aircraft storage and
paint spraying. Both John Byrne
and his son Paul Byrne, another
accomplished scale pilot par
excellence, share the workshop,
with agreed ground rules as to
Everything in order, neat and tidy.

working arrangements.

Of interest, are a
number of features, which
while undoubtedly obvious
to the “Mr Know It All”,
and worthy of mention, are
the laid carpets in the
operations workshop and
use of fire doors for sturdy
and perfectly flat benches.
The power disc sander-multiple user options for wood
and balsa.
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The laid carpet, which was
perfectly hovered, not only helps
to keep the workshop warm, is also
easier on the feet when standing at
work.
The photographs amply
display the neat and tidy set up for
tool storage, everything within
easy reach, and any specialised
Cutting edge saw - a must for the serious scale
builder

tool or self locking nut catalogued and found in
seconds. Many scale builders spend the best part
of their time looking for such items, and often in
a state of agitation and desperation use whatever
comes to hand in lieu.
This frequently leads to unintended
consequences, as when a scale builder unable to
find his steel edge instead used a standard ruler,
and then found to his horror on cutting the
desired edge a meandering wobble line on the
intended balsa now ruined, and his ruler pared
of it’s previous straight edge. This doesn’t
happen in the Byrne workshop, everything is
where it should be.
Precision power drill has many
applications in large scale.

Wings neatly stacked and parts where they
should be kept

The end product coming
from this workshop is second to
none , scale pilots around the
country are undeniably green with
envy of the first class craftsmanship
and finished aircraft turned out by
Byrne & Byrne, to name but a few,
Jungmeister biplane in silver, Waco
in yellow with red trim, Fly Baby,
Christen Eagle at half scale and

more recently the Flybaby biplane.
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Cockpit detail in the new Flybaby Biplane.

Power tools
are high tech these
days, and John
made
special
mention of his fret
saw and orbital
sander, essential for
accurate
wo o d
cutting and sanding
straight edges when
building from plans.
B oth
machines
photographed
feature built in fan
extractors which

carry away the balsa dust and
particles, and the fret saw has the
added feature of a telescopic light
which shines on the working blade.
The storage workshop keeps
safe the largest scale aircraft, Christen
Eagle, Flybaby and some
experimental aircraft stored in roof
timbers. The patent spray gun and
equipment is purpose built by John
and Paul, using a domestic fridge
pump for cycling air, a large gas tank
of the old gas car variety plumbed to a
water trap, car spray gun and airbrush.
You can’t but be impressed by
the design, tools and features in this
the Byrne workshop, and my thanks
to both John and Paul for letting us
and other lesser scale mortals see and
share their methods of expertise in the
science of scale building.
John outside the workshop door ready for
his next project

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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VINYL STICKERS
FOR ALL YOUR VINYL STICKER NEEDS, DIE CUT COMPLETE
WITH APPLICATION TAPE, VARIOUS COLOURS.
NO CUTTING REQUIRED.
GET THAT PROFESSIONAL OR SCALE LOOK FOR ALL YOUR
LETTERING OR SHAPES. FULLY FUEL PROOF

John Smith

(mistral)

John Smith

(allegro)

John Smith (brush455)

IRL-6732 (yearbook) IRL-6732 (arial black)
IRL-6732 (zarana) IRL-6732 (stensil)
Over 600 Fonts available.
Spraying masks also cut using ‘ULTRA MASK’ low
tack tinted film which stretches for irregular shaped
surfaces.
EXTREME VALUE:
VALUE

e.g. 2 REG NUMBERS + 2 NAMES = €10incP.P.

Or 4 REG NUMBERS = € 10 inc P.+P.
CONTACT : Dessie Owens IRL-4503
PHONE : 087 2220824
E-MAIL : VINYL@AIMTECHLTD.NET
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A SPECIAL DAY
Laois Scale Championships.
Saturday 24th July 2010
Some say the best way is to fly for fun, others who muse the only way to
go is the scale fly in, and then there are those for whom competition is your only
man. It was certainly the latter case with the Laois Scale Championships which
drew a good turnout of scale pilots despite some very mixed weather forecasts for
Saturday.
There
was,
depending upon which
forecast service you
turned or tuned into,
anything from rain with
occasional sunny spells
to cloudy with rain
spreading from the west,
followed by showers and
dry
spells
with
freshening
wi nds.
Luckily, the weather
picked up after an early
morning low cloud base
Melvyn and John deep in thought
and
localised
precipitation. The weather fortune cookies have been with us this year.
It
was
most
encouraging to have three
pilots in novice class, and all
o f wh o m a r e s c a l e
enthusiasts with a natural
flair and keen interest in the
sport. This augurs well for
scale into the future, and I
sincerely hope they enjoyed
their day and that we will all
see a great more of Joe
O‘Sullivan, Ger Brahan and
Graham Dwyer into the
future.

On the flight-line with esteemed judges Eamonn
Keenan and judge Reno
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The entry of new
aircraft by experienced
pilots is also a bonus for
scale, and well worthy
of mention is a
Republic,
P-47D
Thunderbolt which our
own Mick Murphy flew
in Clubmans. The P47D really looks the
part and other war birds
beware - Mick is in
town.
Ger tucks in as Martin, bending down, looks for his chicken

The scores in
Clubman are tight, and to the wire were Melvyn Inwood, Kieran McEvoy and
Martin Sweeney, with Martin leading in the first round, but then overtaken by
Melvyn and Kieran in the second round, and ultimately Melvyn winning first
place by 2.5 points over Kieran who came in second place, and Martin following
in third place. A great set piece and all pilots in this class set a high standard and
example of how enjoyable it is to compete and participate whatever the final
result.
In F4C were two entries, Dave O’Flaherty and you Scale Secretary who
fought the skies over three rounds, and while the scores were below the high
standard in Clubmans, the competing pilots put in a spirited performance and
thoroughly enjoyed their day.
At the end of each flight, it is your best effort and enjoyment of the sport
that counts, and while it is
true to say the winner takes
all, it is also the case that the
determined and chivalrous
pilot who gives it his best shot
and smiles through whatever
the score, is in the real sense a
winner. His dedication to the
sport, irrespective of the odds
and or adversary pitted
against him will provide a
stimulus for those on the
fringe who are contemplating
Pilot Steve Elster keeps a keen eye towards the field scale competition.
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First prize in Novice to a delighted Ger.

It is understated the
key
role
of
the
scorekeeper, a demanding
assignment of reading
score sheets, checking,
computation, scrutiny,
compilation and transfer of
data to result sheets for the
perusal of the competition
pilot. You don’t have room
for error, and a very big
thanks to Denis Lowry for
taking this job and doing it
all with a laugh and a smile

The thanks of the scale community must also go to Martin Sweeney who
was our CD for the competition, a first for Martin, who supervised and managed
with efficiency the running of this the Laois Scale Championships.
A change of catering arrangements for this event with the unavailability of
our chefess Aoife, her delicious food much missed, and outside caterers were
brought in to feed the scale crews. A large van arrived with steel containers, fold
down tables, monster burgers and sausages, salad, coleslaw and salad. The food
was much enjoyed with lashings of tea and biscuits.
A big thank you
again to our unsung heroes,
Seamus Foy who had our
runways in pristine
condition, Ciaran Elster who
organised the smooth
running of all flying slots,
and to all who gave of their
time freely to get the field in
shape - we salute you.
Some of you may
wonder why this article is
entitled a - ‘A Special Day’. Melvyn gets fresh on taking first prize in Clubmans.
Well, it was just that, an assembly of friendly, good humoured and talented scale
enthusiasts, who got on with their flying in an altogether relaxed and informal
way, flew with determination on the line, and always and most importantly had a
word with each other and shared their experience. Now that is Special.
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Our next event is the big one, the Nationals which take place on the weekend of Saturday the 18th and Sunday the 19th September 2010, and which we all
know and hope will bring together the several clubs and scale pilots who are
looking for a great day out. Make it your priority date and see you there.

Scores on the day.
Pilot

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Static Final Score

F4C
Paul Fetherstonhaugh
Dave O’Flaherty

1405.0
825.5

1565.0
858.5

1224.0
1151.5

1547.5
1550.0
1579.0
1511.5
1220.0
1360.5

1717.0
1673.5
1616.5
1640.5
1453.0
1531.5

1468.0
1586.0
1580.5
1487.5
1572.0
1371.0

156

1641
1005

Clubman
Melvyn Inwood
Kieran McEvoy
Martin Sweeney
Steve Elster
Mick Murphy
Fergus O’ Reilly

1632.25
1629.75
1598.5
1576.0
1512.5
1451.25

Novice
Ger Brahan
Joe O’Sullivan
Graham Dwyer

1339.0
1312.0
703.0

1571.5
1414.0
512.5

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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1512.0
1528.0

1541.75
1471.0
607.75

‘Majestic Major’
A review of the Ben Buckle vintage kit.
This is a truly wonderful traditional balsawood kit and well worth the time
taken to build and cover it. There was a smaller model, the Junior 60, on sale in
1946 which was a free flight model of 5 feet wingspan. About ten years later
radio control equipment started to arrive on the market and was only single
channel, rudder control. The receiver was heavy, as were the three types of
battery needed on board, both high and low voltage types for the receiver and 4.5
volts needed for the rudder actuator. This was twisted rubber-worked predecessor
of the modern servo. There now was a need for a bigger model with plenty of
wing area to carry the radio gear. So the Junior 60 was enlarged to 88 inches
span and was called the Majestic Major, a really magnificent model available
from www.benbucklevintage.com

Tim with the Majestic Major.

In spite of its
size it takes no longer
to build than a smaller
balsawood kit. In fact,
because all of the
shaped parts are pre-cut
for you, I think it is
q u i c k e r
t o
build.
Having the
curved parts pre-cut
was an early version of
our present-day ARFT
models, designed to
encourage newcomers
to the hobby by doing
the hardest part for
them.

You will need a proper long building board, about 5 feet long. A length of
17 ins. wide melamine board is fine with thick cork tiles glued on. This will take
the different parts of the plan which you should cut-out to avoid ‘folding
under’. And what a plan it is. Very big, as is the model, and full of interesting
hints and comments to help you along. I was able to lengthen the nose somewhat
by re-drawing with a French Curve (Eason’s), to avoid the need for lumps of
lead. Even so, I still had to add some weight so try to plan where to put this in an
unobtrusive way.
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I used PVA white Evo-Stik but ‘Speedbond’ is the way to go as it dries
very quickly. This is useful if you can use two ¼ x 1/8th top fuselage curved
longerons instead of one ¼ square. Use plenty of big ¼ sheet triangular corner
gussets around the fuselage sides and top which are not on the plan.
There are only two ways to cover this great model: Nylon and Dope or
Solartex. Light nylon is available from www.psaeroproducts.com. Dope from
Green Marine.
I use a lovely Saito 65 4-stroke with a 10 oz. tank mounted transversely
between it and the windscreen, another advantage of having lengthened the
nose. Occasionally the engine would cut-out after a long period of flying on half
or less throttle. I presume it just cooled down too much and the Saito is a cool
runner anyway. A glowplug switch which comes on at about half throttle cures
this and the SM-20 model is available from www.smservices.net for a very good
price.
I made-up a medicine-pills tubular holder for the necessary, and
removable, 5000 mAh Sub-C battery (www.overlander.co.uk) and contact
springs etc from a battery torch from the 2-Euro Store and the well-designed
remote glowplug insulated cover unit part no. L-IP135 from Ripmax, which
remains on the engine all the time. The Sub-C has enough amps to enable
starting on its own.
Flying is great. On take-off, don’t apply full power and start hauling upelevator like you would with a 40 sized ARTF. With the Major, a short take-off
leads to a very steep climb so be ready with that down elevator and throttle-back
because the Majestic Major has got an undercambered wing section and a low
wing loading.
Use half rates on rudder and elevator when flying but you must use full
rates when landing. The big model can be quite sluggish at low speeds but nearly
lands itself if you just hold some up-elevator in reserve to use for the final 10
feet. When toodling aloft try to fly specific maneuvers each time, like accurate
figure eights and consecutive Procedure Turns. This is good for discipline and is
the best way to prepare for your ‘A’ Certificate.

Tim Costello.
Shankill Radio Flying Club.
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The ‘Myth’ of STOL
Designers had an obsession with these machines during the 30’s, 40’s and
50’s. The best known would be the Storch, Lysander and Auster. The Storch was
probably the best of the type. It had a decent wing section to start with, and a
powerful engine, and with all the ‘junk’ bolted on to the wings it could get down
very quickly.

It had a few successful missions, with the rescue of Musselini being it’s
most famous. Straight and level flight was not one of it’s favourite traits, it had
lots of massive trim wheels , always needing attention to keep the flight path from
representing that of a drunken bumble bee. I have a ¼ scale Storch with flaps
coupled to elevator, 3% down does away with the Playstation effect when landing.
The Lysander
During it’s design stage they did not know what it was going to do. When
it was finished it was not any good at what it was put doing, and when they found
something to do, it was not much good at that either. Designed as a ground attack
aircraft, it was akin to asking a chicken to become a fox hunter. After being shot
out of the sky like partridges, it was put into service as a liaison type aircraft.
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It is said to have killed more pilots than the number of people it rescued.
The Air Corps ended up with a whole squadron of them in the 40’s. We had a
thing about acquiring obsolete junk from the British in those days. I have never
built a model of the Lysander. Without all the flaps and slats etc. it looks more
like a sailplane wing.
The Auster
The result of a row between Piper Aircraft and their license holders in the
UK, Piper reneged on some engine deal, leaving Auster with the gutless Gypsy
Major unit. They had a thing about calling their planes after dogs, Beagle, Terrier,
Pup etc. On my very first flight in an Auster, I remember asking my instructor
what the small propeller on the wing was for. He said ‘It’s a spare engine if the
big one fails’, (it was a wind driven generator).
The AOP9 was the STOL version of the Auster, out went the Gypsy engine and in with a heavy brute powerful enough to drive a tank. By the time all
the military changes where made, the wing loading was destroyed and it could
stall like a concrete block.
I have, however, spent a couple of glorious Summers flying around in
Austers. It came to a sad end one Sunday when our instructor died on his way
down to the field…..Michael Spillane ex RAF RIP. If the poor man had lived an
hour or two longer??

Kevin Wilson
IRL 1359
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Laois Scale Fly In
July 11, 2010
Clondouglas, Portlaoise.
Some terrific aircraft showed up
for the Laois Scale Fly In, little to large,
from a half scale Christian Eagle to a
sixth scale Dornier, on what turned out to
be a warm and dry July day : wonderful
bit of luck in view of the constant driving
rain on Saturday, which worried our
organisers that the downpour might
continue into Sunday.
Gordon Durham brought two very
fine aircraft of the first and second world
war era, a Sopwith Pup (or was that a
Snipe?) and a Hellcat, both of which flew
very well after some trimming out post
the take off. The sight of a biplane in
flight has a certain magic, the graduated
run down the airstrip and presence on
ascent has an allure that captivates the
spectator.

The mysterious Black Widow of
Joe O’Sullivan.

Paul and John Byrne taxi the Christen Eagle

representative example of the prototype.
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Another first
world war warbird
was flown by the
very welcome Jim
Howard, an SE5A in
one sixth scale, a
robust fighter of the
trenches and flown
by Jim in a way
which was truly
convincing. It is a
reminder that you
don't always have to
go large in scale for a
realistic
and

Good to see our friends from Boora, Ger and Alan who brought their two
Hangar 9 Yaks, magnificent flying machines which waste no time in spanning the
sky with verve. Ger Carter put his Yak through its paces with fast inverted
straight flight down the runway, prop hanging and a catalogue of manoeuvres that
would undoubtedly put the wind up or out of your average pilot.
The hall of fame must
certainly have a place in there
for the Byrne duo, John and
Paul Byrne, who flew two
superb aircraft, a one half
scale Christian Eagle powered
by a 212cc twin petrol engine
and a one third scale
Jungmeister powered by a
Zenoah 45cc single cylinder
petrol engine. Both aircraft
built from scratch are a
testament to the knowledge
Mick Murphy carries out pre-flight checks.
and skill of John and Paul,
either of whom will readily give you sound advice, hints and tips for faithful scale
replication and realism.
The intrepid Joe
O'Sullivan had all of us
spellbound with his most
mysterious looking aircraft, a
black widow, which many
feared wouldn't fly or fly a
while before a bog landing. It
did fly and very well, fast
with twin engines on tune
and a real head turner.
Other aircraft in what
was a very good day for
Hellcat on first take-off.
scale, included a twin engine
Dornier by John Short, a smart yellow and black Yak flown by Mick Murphy.
A great day and great scale aircraft. Our next big calendar event is the
Nationals and let's make it the week-end of the year for all in scale.

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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Model Survey
As can be seen below, the model survey carried out earlier in the year
produced some interesting results. This was very well received by the MACI
Council and the Irish Aviation Authority who were very complimentary on the
feedback from the MACI members.
On behalf of MACI Council I wish to express our appreciation to the
many clubs and individual members who took the time to send this information to
us.
I have been approached by some members who were unaware of the
survey and would have taken part had they known, thank you also.

Scale

Large Scale

Sport/
Aerobatic

Electric

Park/Indoor

1.27

0.13

2.40

0.93

0.37

Glider

Control Line

Helicopter

Turbine

0.25

0.25

0.44

0.10

The above is an average number of aircraft per person based on the
feedback received and indicates six models per head of membership.

Happy & Safe flying.

Michael McEvoy
Secretary General.
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2010 MACI Competition Dates
For the most up-to-date information visit ……. www.maci.ie

Helicopter
September 11 & 12 Helicopter & Fixed Wing 3D Eire Cup

Waterford MFC
John O’ Rourke
087 7617911

Gliding
September 11/12 ISR Glide-in

Mt Leinster

Joe Doyle, 086 6032598
josephdoyle@mac.com

Scale
Please Note
All Scale Championships, except the Scale Nationals, will be held on a
Saturday. In the event of a large number of competitors or bad weather on the
Saturday, then the Sunday will be utilised. Please check with the contact below,
or the MACI web-site on the Friday that the competition is going ahead.

August 29

Scale Fly In Model County MFC

September 5 Scale Fly In Roundwood MFC
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Des Owens

087 2220824

Tony Greene

087 2379056

September 18 & 19

September 26
October 3

Scale Nationals

Portlaoise

Scale Fly In Curragh
Tipperary MFC Scale Fly In

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
087 1331736

Declan Gallagher 087 6310597
Littleton

Maurice Walsh
086 8552631

F3A Aerobatic
Sept 4/5

F3A Aerobatics

IMAAA Stand By Date

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

The next MACI Council meeting will take place on September
28th in the Killeshin Hotel, Portlaoise. At 8:00pm.
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Christen Eagle at the Laois Scale Fly-In.

P47 of Mike Murphy of the Laois Club.

Robinson R44 paying a visit to the MACI Scale Event at the MMFC

Another photo from the MACI Scale Event.

